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RUSSIAN BUYERS UNION
Russia’s first professional fashion retail community

OVER 10 000 BUYERS
AND BOUTIQUE OWNERS
THROUGHOUT RUSSIA

ELENA BUGRANOVA
PRESIDENT OF THE RUSSIAN BUYERS UNION

Elena Bugranova has been fashion
buyer for 18 years. She owns fashion
boutiques, design stores, a beauty
clinic, a travel agency and a RussianItalian publishing house. Elena’s
experience gained through the years
of working between Russia and
Europe has brought her to contribute
to the development of the Russian
fashion market and to its role on an
international scale.
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THE RUSSIAN BUYERS UNION
was founded in 2014 to facilitate the development of small and mediumsized fashion enterprises and to help Russian buyers increase their
influence abroad. The Union’s mission is to establish an environment
where all participants, from designers and manufacturers to retailers and
customers, can cooperate efficiently.

OUR MEMBERS
are professional fashion buyers and owners of multibrand stores who offer
high-quality products for the end customer.
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AMONG THE MEMBERS

Ramil and Lina Kurbanovy, VIP
Kazan

Olga Dzherieva, Boutique No7
Moscow

Natalia Voronkova, Buonvichini
Voronezh

Irina and Olesya Russu, Studio 21
Tyumen

Elena Reshetova, Volna and Joy
Samara

Raisa Magomedova, Magnifique
Makhachkala

THE BEST LUXURY
STORES
PRIVILEGED SYMBOL OF QUALITY FOR THE STORES IN RUSSIA

Russian Buyers Union together with a board of fashion experts monitors multibrand
boutiques in Russia and choses the best ones, corresponding to the following criteria:
• Multibrand assortment of the collections on the floor, their level and quality;
• Consistent and unique selection of the products;
• Interior and shop windows;
• PR-activity and promotion;
• High standard of customer service.
Nadezhda Filippova, Nadine and Flamingo
Novosibirsk

Oleg Kirsa, Podium
Magnitogorsk
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Elena Demina, Angel Concept
Stavropol

The lists of the chosen stores are published in the annual The Best Luxury Stores book.
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The Best Luxury Stores Awards is the main event for Russian fashion retail leaders.
The first award ceremony took place on 15th of November 2016 in Lotte Hotel
Moscow. The owners of selected stores from all over Russia arrived to Moscow
to receive their award, and the representatives of premium European companies
joined to congratulate the buyers.
The General Sponsor of the event was the biggest fur auction Kopenhagen
Fur. Among the Partners of the event were Porsche Centre Taganka and Revlon
Professional Brands company.

THE BEST LUXURY
STORES AWARDS 2016
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THE BEST LUXURY
STORES AWARDS 2017

One of the main aims of the Best Luxury Stores Awards project as the leading
professional event for fashion retail in Russia is to introduce an industry quality
mark for premium segment stores which would signal their credibility both to
customers and brands that buyers work with.

The second annual ceremony
The Best Luxury Stores Awards
took place in the Lotte Hotel
Moscow on November, 21st, 2017.
Attended by more than 500
buyers and store owners as
well as guests from more than
50 Russian regions, this year’s
edition saw participants from
cities as diverse as Moscow,
St.Petersburg, Kazan, YuzhnoSakhalinsk, Perm, Stavropol, and
Yekaterinburg.
The event consisted of
a gala-dinner and the
award ceremony hosted by
Yekaterina Strizhenova and
Alexander Belov. The list of
awardees included Alla Verber
(TSUM Moscow), Konstantin
Andrikopulos (Bosco di Ciliegi),
Alexander Bichin (Aizel), Lina
Kurbanova (VIP Group), and
Rodion Mamontov (LeForm),
while a Kopenhagen Fur special
prize of a trip to Kopenhagen
went to famous Russian
designer Alexander Terekhov.
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SPEAKERS

Konstantin Andrikopulos
Bosco di Ciliegi

Aliona Doletskaya
fashion expert

Alexander Bichin
Aizel

Alexander Shumsky
MBFW Russia

Gosha Rostovshikov
Milo Group

Helen Sak
WGSN expert

Rodion Mamontov
LeForm

Maria Vysotskaya
SMM-specialist

Marina Kazakova
M&W School

Daria Yadernaya
Y-Consulting

Anush Gasparyan
Fashion Consulting Group

Giulio di Sabato
Assomoda

Elina Halimi
fashion expert

Laura Montrasio
Mantero

EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS
During The Best Luxury Stores event is organized the annual Forum that gathers
buyers and shop owners from all Russia. The Forum includes lectures that inform
retailers on how to work more efficiently, grow their business and increase sales
on today’s market.
Russian Buyers Union is developing its educational program, organizing webinars,
trainings during trade shows, such as CPM, and fashion week MBFW Russia.
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BUYER MAGAZINE IS THE FIRST
PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATION FOR
RUSSIAN BUYERS
CIRCULATION:
• 10 000 copies

RELEASE DATES:
• 1st of September
• 1st of February

The magazine focuses on buyers
needs and interests recognizing
their key role in the fashion
industry. The publication is
printed twice a year, having a
wide distribution among industry
insiders in Russia and abroad and
being distributed at trade shows
and professional events.
TOPICS:
• Interviews with leading Russian
and foreign stores;
• Expert articles on the innovations
in buying and the latest strategies
in sales and marketing;
• Calendars and reviews of trade
shows and fashion weeks;
• Trends forecasts;
• Selection of talented designers
as well as successful international
fashion brands.

WHOLESALE PLATFORM

VIA DEL BUYER

The platform lets buyers find new designers from all over the world
and comfortably place orders, saving costs and time for research and
traveling. The website presents around 60 designers of women, men
and children apparel and accessories from over 15 countries. Apart next
season collections, buyers can order goods from the current season
available for fast shipping, responding to their clients needs in real time.

An innovative online-platform where
selected fashion collections can be
ordered online

Challenged by competition with global online stores, local boutiques get
a competitive advantage for optimizing their way of buying and creating
a unique products selection.

BRANDS
Alexander Terekhov, Ruban, Masha Ma,
Shourouk, Bevza, Atelier Kikala and others

BUYERSUNION.RU
— the first professional community
of fashion retailers in Russia.

Buyersunion.ru is an educational platform for the
professionals of fashion retail in Russia. It offers all
the information needed to successfully operate a retail
business: articles from industry experts, video lections,
webinars and a calendar of professional events.

FASHION CALENDAR
Keep up to date on the major industry
events with complete official schedules
of international fashion weeks and
announcements of professional
exhibitions, presentations, and
educational conferences.

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
Learn about effective business
strategies and explore upcoming
trends. Read interviews with influential
buyers and retail experts from around
the world. This is your go-to resource
for everything you need to know to
successfully run a store in today’s
market environment.

ONLINE BUSINESS TRAINING
Watch live-streamed lectures and
webinars, take part in discussions and
interact with buyers from around the
country. Access video lectures given
by top experts in sales, marketing and
management.

TRADE SHOWS

Russian Buyers Union gives their
members a possibility to travel to
trade shows in Russia and abroad with
special conditions. The Union have
organized trips to Moscow, Italy, Peru
and China. Collaboration with CPM, Pitti,
Super, TheMicam and other exhibitions
provides selected buyers with free
tickets, accommodation, transfers as
well as access to events and Vip-areas.

PRESS
PUBLICATIONS

buyersunion

www.buyersunion.ru

russianbuyersunion

